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Polarisation phenomena in elastic scattering at high 

energie8 are oonsideredo It is shown that it ·1• possible·to 

obtain nucleon beam~ with considerable polarisation in the elas

tic scattering at small angleso The applicabilit1 of "black nuc

leus" and "gray absorbing nucleus" approximation to p-p scat

tering at high energies is discussedo 
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lo This paper deals with the problem of polarisation phe

nomena at high energieso An attempt.has been made to,cl.ear up 

what peculiarities the polarization phenomena in the elastic 

scattering possess in the approximation when the "diffraction" ex= 

pressions arise for the scattering cross section averaged over 

spins and what data may be obtained from the results of the po

larization experiments at high energies when the elastic scat

tering to a great extent is due to inelastic processeso 

Let us consider first the elastic soattering of particles 
,-

with Jpin 1/2 on the spinless particles/event (0~1/2)/e 

In the most of the published papers* different supposition$ 

are made about the radial potential dependence after introducing 

the effective potential and the results of the compa~ison with 

experimental data are discussed from the standpoint· of determ= 
.. · 3 

ining·the effective potential parameters /see eog~ ~ /e 

2 o We shall do it in another wayo Detez·mine the absorbing 

coefficients K1 and K2 and the refraction t.ndeoes ~,. and n.'.'I 
.l t.;. 

by analogy with the spinless event (sear Bbgm 
4

P
5 )? without 

introducing the interaction potentialso The quantities thus 1n-· 

traduced a:re connected with the fou:r- functions VClI~ V8I
11 

VCR~ 

VSR from 
1 o The quantity K1 is, for instance~ proportional to 

~-------~---------~=~~~~=~ 
* There is a lot of papers in which the polarization pheno

mena in the scattering on nuclei are aonsidered1us1ng the aptioal 
modelo We only mention ~sienfeld 9 s and Watson°s and Brown°s2 pa
pers where the references to other paperl may be fo~ndo The author 
takes the opportunityto thank Dro Brown for sending some results 
unpublished yeto 
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the imaginary part whereas (n2~1) is proportional to the real 

part of the mean nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude at~= o0
e 

In the notations of 1 K
1 

and (n1 - 1) t are proportional to 

the imaginary and real parts of the quantity;., 

Mo~ {-{[8 r N •G]pp +[Br N +G]np} 8000 (1) 

and K2 and (n2-l)k, 

are analogously proportional to the imaginary and real parts o~ 

If one makes use,of' the usual transition from the Legendre po

linomials h(cos 0) to the -Bessel functions ~ (e9) then for 

the coefficients A(e) and B(0) of the amplitude 
,._..,.. ... 

M ::. A ( e) + fJ. (f)) (CT n) 4-h - [k~~k ]~ 
n ) - I [ ta· 't] J C 3) 

one obtains 

. . JI? ~[k1-21(t11-;j~J -[k'2-2i(n2-1)]s [k2-2i<na-1)Js) 
z B < e) "' -k &d r, I, ( k & e) a . l e - e . J 

iJ 
(4) 

where 

other notations are evident, and 

(5) 

.. 
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The condit~ons'(5) fubstitute the r~quirement that the 

sign of the imaginary part of the scattering phase shifts in 

the spinless event would be definiteo 

Jo Im. the in.finite absorption ("black nucleus") KI-;IF-= oo 

and 
R ~· 

A(0)=U<j~diJ0 0<&@)= ~R-~(kRe>; s~o; 6"t:: 
4
: JmA(oi,~i=lf~~ 

---- \ "' 0 ·, ;_ 

= l 1TR~ i es
5 

:.JTR ~ · -

(6) 

and the polarization in the elastic scattering of the unpolari.;. 

zed beqm Pua is vanishingo In virtue of time reversal invariance 

the .elastic scattering eross section of the polarized beam does .. 
L 

not involve any azimuthal asymmetry and is consi~ent with the 
A 

cross section I~(0) of the unpolarized beam scatteringo 

For the polarization of Ppu 6 after the scattering of 

the polarized (Pin ) beam we obtain 

lo(0)Ppu:: pin\A(9)1 2 [n Kol i Ppu = Ptnfh Ka] (7) 

in . ~ if one chooses P to be perpendicular to K
0 

and to th•a normal 
-¼,,, • 

no It follows from (7) that in the black nucleus approximation 

the polarization rotation does not occu.1: o Thus, the "black nuc

leus" is characterized by the absence of any polarization effectso 

Therefore 1 the observation at high energies of the polarization 

Puu different from zero may serve as a good "indicator" of the 
p -

nonapelicabili ty of the "blaok nucleus" concepts o Note right a. 

~way that it is difficult to settle this question by studying 

only t~e unpolarized· cross sections. 

4o In the absence of refraction, ioeo, if n1= n2 = 1 

("great absorbing nucleus") 

l 

. 
~ 
~; 
} 

t 
;·?!' , .. __ .. ,, 
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A(S) = LkJtd~J~(k&e)(l-e-k•sr,;_hk
2
S) 

0 

R (8) 

and 
B ( 8) = k j Dd 6 J1 ( k 6 f ) 5 h k 2 ~ 

0 ' 

The expression for the differential elastic scattering cross 
section 

£0 (9) ~/A(S)l2 
t IB<e)t 2 

(10) 
follows from (8)0 Integrating over (10) one may obtain for the 
total elastic scattering cross section 

(11) 

The expression for the total c:voss section o,f inelastic 

processes Oc is obtained as the difference between (9) arid 

(II)o 

Let us note when passing to the polarization phenomena that 

A(9) is a purely imaginary quantity and ~B(O) 1s a reaj· one, :t~•o,. 

(12) 
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The expression for the polarization Puu 

Io ( e) PLlu ( e) :::c A~ ( e) B { e) t A ( e) B t c e) 
(lJ) 

vanishes even if A and Bare different from zeroo Since the a~i= 

muthal asymmetry in the cross sectiQn of the polarized beam scat= 

tering 1s proportional to the right-hand side of (lJ) it is al3~ 

'absent in'this'energy region where the scattering phase shifts~® 

purely imaginaryo 

For the polarization Pip-~. aftex· the poJ.a:r.1z~d beam s~a.t't-CR:rc, 

ing we get . 

~ In{ 2 c> 2 [ ....... -- ] _.,'" J Io(0).Ppu =: p (ao - D) h· Ko -2a0Bko (14) 

instead of (7)o (A~ ia
0

)o The quantities A and Bare given in (B)o 

Npte that the vanishing of the polarization Pu~ whett A(~) and 

B(O) are different from zero is known t~ take place also in the 

Bol\l'n approximation (for real potentials) as is seen from Expres= 

sions for A(G) and B(G) through the phase shiftsa When real phas~ 

shifts are small 
4· + . 

A8 (9) :::AB(a)) B8 (a)= - Ba (9) 

The polarization (even when potent:tals are real) becomes 

different from zero if the expressions for A and B obtained in the 

·Bo~n approximation v1ould be made exactly unitary., 

5 o · It can be seen from the consideration of the ext:reme cas-

es that the ·presence. of the polarization Pu.,,.4 is interrelated 

wtth the difference of the refract.ton indeces and n2 from unityo 

The maximum polarization will be when n1 = 1, K2 .= Oo In this 

case 

'' ~\. 
}; 

-



A (0) = lkj ~di, J0 (k !!i0Jjt - /<.Sc.o~f 2 (h
0

~ -1) 1<sJ}>A\a )=IO 0 

. 
0 (15) 

R . J<s 
8(0)~-ikf BdiJ (k&0)B- • 5m[2(nE-l)ks]'.s=B+:::ib 0 . · 

0 

and the poibariza tion reaches 100% at the small angle when I a
0

1 ::: I b 
O 0

1~ 
The possible existence of such a-point in ttie case under cions1aeration 

follows from the fact that in the region of small angles A(0) is· 

a decreasing angle function and B(0) is an increasing oneo The in

tersection a
0 

= b
0 

is made near the first diffraction minimumo 

As Brown 9 s analysis has shown it is this case which ocfurs , 

in the proton interaction with carbon at the energy of about 1 

billion electron~·voltso To describe the scattering two parame

ters K1 and n2 are necessary here (1f the radius R is known/ and 

the study of the polarization Ppu ma,. appear to be a v.~rificat= 

ion of the accepted interpretationo 

In this case _we get instead of (14) 

The polarization experiments necessary for the determinat

ion of the effective potential parameters if K1 , K2 , n2t, nii/Vcr 

V ~! 
1 

V fZ 
1 

· V fs¥-are different from· zero were discussed by Riesen

f~ld and Watson lo 

In the present discussion the electromagnetic effects were 
4 neglectedc As the consideration of the spinless event 0 

Kowev.er, shows :i:-t is essential in some cases to take into account 

the electromagnetic interactiono . · 
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~h• change.of the phase of"the amplitude that will produce an et

:fect upon the quite small angles is espe.cially important for the 

polarization· Pv:i • The expression for the amplitude which takes 

the magnetic momentum into account and is obtained in the Bo\rn 

.approximation 7 ,a/ has the following shortcoming. The expression 

!or P uu does not vanish if o ~ e0 o The investigation of the 

electromagnetto effects in the polarization may appear to be ex~· 

t:-emely interesting :for ,the study of the nucleon electromagnet;i~ 

properties 11 (the relaxation of magnetic moml!.nts)o 

60 The elastic scattering of particles with spin 1/2 was co~= 

sidered above at the spinless target ( event O,l/2)o The quali-

tatige results concerning Pu.u. hold for the _events (1/2 ,1/2) and 

(l,O)o (nucleon-nucleon scattering and deutron scattering on 

spinless nuclei)o Let us present the amplitude M for the nucleon= 

nucleon aoattering in·the form 

M = BS + C(G, ~i2 )h) 1-f ~ 'G[(6.6)(6'Z·; ).i:(~JT)(62 Ji)] 

< ' 

+ ~ H[ccr;·~)(cr26r~(cr,Jr)c~:rr>J ... _N<~nrci2 n)JT. 

Here ._ i -= _,,,.., I "'"" ""'."'-~ 
$:: - ( i -.6, 6'. ) · T = - ( 3 +-G' 6 ) 
. ~-- I e ) 4 ·. I 2 . 

',. ' ,;_ ' j,( ' ',' . ·~ . 

singlet and triplet, projecti;on: ,op~~f+tors, and 

-- · k o +--k 
JT-::. 1-- ... ;..,-, 

kot-k 

-~- --
h ... ko ·-k 
LJ - -, .. --::;:::-·-

k o - k) ., 

(17) 

It can be seen from the expressions for the ooefficients B,Cooo~• 

obtained by Wright 9/ that when phase shifts are imaginary B,G,H 

, 
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· and N are imaginary quantities whereas C is a¢ real oneo Let_ 

us expecially note that it is this case ~r M
0 

and for M1 in 

(1) and (2) that leads to the maximum polarization in nucleon 

scattering on nucleio 

When the phase shifts are~maginary in N=N scattering the· 

polarization P«JJ,,i vanishes whereas the scattering cross sect

ion of the polarized beam with the unpolarized target does not 

involve azimuthal asymmetr~o The study of the polarization Puu 

may, therefore, appear to be a good means to verify wheth~·x 

the diffractional approach with pure imaginary phase shifts to 

th(e analysis of the exp:e:eimental data is correct o Some other 

pola1'1,_zation effects (including the c err.elation of polarizat

ion) a.:re diff:rerent from zero whereas the correlation of polari~ 

zation when the beam is polarized .is not different frbm the ca~ 

se of the unpolarized beam on the unpolarized targete 

The addition to the correlation 

vanishes., 

Th,s number of independent experiments when pha~:;e sttifts 

are imagina:ry" c oi.noides with that of terms in the .am:r;,lit•uqe, t;hus 

the coefficient phases become equal to O and TT/2., 

In order to get an idea how it is for elastic scattering 

of partlcles with higher spin let us consider in brief the case 
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(l~O) restricting ourselves again by imaginary phase shiftsQ 

The amplitude M for this oass oo1ncides 9 in faot 9 with M for 

the triplet neutron-proton scattering~ ioeop the expression 

for Min this case in obtained if wa put B = o, T = 1 in (17) 
--; -- -- -·-

and in the rema'ining expressi:cms w,e substitut.e ((J'1 a}(O'e Q) 
............ 2 

for 2.(5 a) - I where S is the operator of spin lo Then 9 as 

can be seen from 9 / and lO / .. the polar:tzati~n P alE:lt;i 'i'a,-
,, !JJJ. 

nishes \Vhereas the mean val·ues ,n~-th,c• "t·· ii:.:,·~•,:; -~,,.·r, c:. .-..,,J. ~ 'i;.,9 .:,._-,~~\k..Z~).# 

.,\ ' 2 " 
D;K=:2 cs, sk t sks,) -3 oiK 

which together with s1 (lharacteriz(e thie st'!.t,e ~f polarization 

are different from zeroo The ierorss section (Of the polarized 

beam scattering will 9 generally speak1ng 9 involve the t,e:rmsi, 

proportional t,o cos 1.p and c~s ,2 'f but the term inwolving 

cosy ~ in proportional only t© the mean valu~ 

T2,1 :- ~ {(sxs,. sl Sx)+'1(s; 5~ *Sf;e1=-E/D..i+-1D,~J-
•. 'I/, 

7o When discussing the suppos~d t~pt~lifuents with n~cleon 

beams at the energies of some BeV the nucleon elastic scatter

ing by nucleons and nuclei is somet1m~s considered to be con= .-,, . 
~ 

sistent with the simple diff~action ~ure on the "blatk nuoleu3• 

while the polarization phenomena will be absento This is support

ed by a good agreement of the LWailable experimental data on p=p 

spattering and nucleon stattering by nuclei with simple formulae 

for the cross sections in the approximation of the"black nucle= 

us" or "grey absorbing nucleus" with n = lp although the values 
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of the so obtained optical parameters in the energy region 
. . 0 . 

about 1 BeV make the authors be surprised at this good agree-

Some objections against the applicability of simila!> con

sideration for p=p scattering in the energy region about 1 BeV 

are given by Rarita 11/ 

The results of the discusmion given in this paper indicate 

that at high energies when the elastic scattering is due to a 

great extent to inelastic processes it may be _possible to ob

tain the nucleon beams with the considerable polarizationo The 

presenoe of such beams makes it possible to arrange additional 

experimentso The polarization eocperiments present a effective 

me!:p!s of studying the spin effects in the elastic scattering, 

the presence of which may not appear when studying the dif:feren= 

tial cross seotionsQ 

To realize the predictions of the "black nucleus 11 or "grey 

absorbing nucleus" approximation to the polariza-tion phenomena 

is rather doubltful, since (n
1
-l)k, (n2 -l)k _ 

are proportional to the r4al part of the forward amplitude and 

its derivative by the angle when e--o0 
, divided into the mo= 

0 

mentum ko Howver, even at extremely high energies these quanti-

ties~ as if follows from the dispersion relations, are not equal 

to zero but tend to the c.onstant values different from zeroo In 

add1t1ons 9 the existence of the nucleon magnetic moment leads 

to the presence in amplitude (J) of the doefficient B(o) with 

the imaginary part different from zeroe 

As for the agre~ment of the diffraction formulae for the 

cross sections with the experimental data in the eRergy region of 
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about 1 BeV it seems to be due to a simple c:i:r~umstance,, which 

consists in the followingo The main features of the. elastic s,riat= 

tering at high energies (the scattering is stretched forward and 

cmcentrated in the small angle region are given by tw© simple 

inequalities 11, 12, lJ: a) 

Io ( Oo) >, ("1/}f·)2 (18) 

·with the help of which one may obtain 12 , that f} 

2 ( ½ r. )2,::.,,, 1TB ~ ---·-::· ··. vs 
kGt. 1 

(19) 

f9r n-p scattering 

( 
«' )2( t t 2 I (JT) >., -",... 6" - 6 ) 

o 4JT PP t:ip (20) 

is•~dded to themo 

Eqso (18)=(20) are b&sed upon the optical theorem 9 ioeo, 

·follow from the gen4ral property of the unitarity of the Se~mat= 

rix, which is taken into account in the optical model as well;) 

In the frame of the optical model (if n = 1) (18) turns out 

into the equality whereas the ma.in reglon of the scattering an= 

gles 2 2 )2 8 f (kR~ 

follows from (19)o The latter ciroumtances seem to account for 

·good consistence of the simple "diffraction" formulae with the 

experimental data on the elastic scattering at high energies" 

The arguments analogous t_o those given by Okun• and Pome= 

ranchuk 14 point out that the quantity A(O). in amplitud~ (J) 

considerable exceeds B(G) on the whole and-; therefore, the latter 

//° 
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may be neglected when considering the unpolarized cross sect

ionso In spite of this~ as the discussion in this paper shows 
-

the considerable polarization is possible in &he allgle region 

. where A(G) and B(G) are found to be comparableo 

Although the discussion was mai..'Ylly concerned with the nucle= 

on interaction with nucleons and nuclei it may,,o:f course, be applied 

to the beams of other nuclei as well as to those of antinucleons, 

hyperon~ 9 electrons etco 

Note that the beams of antinucleons 9 byperons and antibyperons 

tu:rn out 11 generally speaking, to be partially polarized in the pre= 

duction prooesseso Thia creates the possibility of obtaining the 

data about the magnitude of the spin of the hyperons and anti=· 

hyperons 15/ when studying the dependece of the interaction cross 

section of these beams with the nucleons and nuclei upon the 

a:!limuthal angle lf o . ,., 

T~ sindy the polarization Ppu proves to be of interest., As is 

seen from (16} 'l»,J:l?(O) coincides practically with Pin in the angle 

region \'ihere 0~ >~ &~ o The polarization rotation is maximum 

in the angle regi©n where jaol=JbJo There . Puuis maximum and Pru 

given by the second term in (16) is rotated relative to P by T'f2
0 

nt 
The author is grateful to S.,Me '$ilenky, Iele Levitrfoy, 
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